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A white marriage is no match for dark desires. Sir Percival Hanbury is prepared to pay almost any price to
regain his family's ancestral seat. Yet the demand of its current owner, the Earl of Stanville, sets his teeth on
edge. Wycombe Oaks can be his-if he agrees to marry the earl's disgraced daughter. With memories of his
first marriage still tormenting him, Percy never intended to marry again. But if he refuses, the castle will be
razed. Lady Letitia's beauty and fortune proved no match for scandal, costing her a fiancé and her reputation.
The last thing she wants is to instead marry a boorish country squire, but the alternative is even worse. In
spite of himself, Percy finds his resistance melting in the face of Letitia, an accomplished artist who takes
deep interest in his family pile. Until all that's left is sizzling desire. And while the broad-shouldered,
handsome baronet far exceeds Letitia's grim expectations, he's a harder challenge than his half-ruined castle.
But to trust a woman again, Percy must face dark secrets from the past...and learn to trust himself, as well.
Warning: Contains English country gossip, vengeful plots, a brooding, tormented baronet, and a feisty lady
who refuses to let anything break her spirit.
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From reader reviews:

James Brecht:

Here thing why that Debt of Honor are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book is good
but it depends in the content from it which is the content is as yummy as food or not. Debt of Honor giving
you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any e-book out there but there is no e-book that
similar with Debt of Honor. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your current eyes about the thing
this happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can bring everywhere like in
area, café, or even in your way home by train. For anyone who is having difficulties in bringing the paper
book maybe the form of Debt of Honor in e-book can be your choice.

Pamela Bradley:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also work as a life style. This
reading habit give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book that improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on
what kind of e-book you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with training books but if you want
sense happy read one having theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. Often the Debt of Honor is kind
of publication which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Timothy Montgomery:

The book untitled Debt of Honor contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your girlfriend
idea with easy technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to
read this. The book was written by famous author. The author brings you in the new age of literary works.
You can actually read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or device, so you can
read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open their
official web-site along with order it. Have a nice study.

Nancy Collins:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year
had been exactly added. This guide Debt of Honor was filled concerning science. Spend your spare time to
add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has several feel when they
reading a book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In the
modern era like today, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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